
It's a whole
new
treatment
experience

Using a unique
combination of:

Skin Tightening
Facial Rejuvenation

Hyaluronic acid
High dosed collagen
Soothing heat
Red-Light therapy (635nm)

Skin Rejuvination System
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Sapphire Fine-Light Flexi. The most amazing product
The Sapphire FlexiFine-Light is a safe and revolutionary skin rejuvenation system

combining with an active Hyaluronicthe latest Red LED Light Therapy technology

Acid/Collagen Booster mask.

The Fine-Light mask is easily portable, and in just minutesSapphire Flexi combined with

our Fine-Light Flexi Collagen Booster will assist your skin to display a more youthful look.

You will notice the difference in no time at all.

The Sapphire FlexiFine-Light is light, comfortable and easily worn.

LED Light Therapy - how it works?
Red LED light is a powerful stimulant to the dermis and is an effective way to(635nm)

energise the cells of the skin, promoting the production of collagen and elastin. Lack of

collagen and elastin in the skin’s cells can result in fine lines and wrinkles. LED Light

Therapy has a direct effect on the regeneration of the skin, penetrating the top layers of

the skin, energising the skin, producing collagen and elastin, which helps to plump the

skin and reduce fine lines and wrinkles. This is known as Photo Rejuvenation.

Light Therapy Works!
Light Therapy has the desired effect of rejuvenating the skin without the need for surgery,

injections or painful procedures. Referred to as the ‘No Knife Face Lift’ this technology is

fast becoming the preferred solution for those seeking to strip away the years. It is the

safest, most affordable way to achieve radiant, younger looking skin.

So, why can’t you get the same effect from sunlight? Well, you can, but sunlight also

contains harmful Ultra Violet (UV) rays which damage the skin. Fine-Light bathes theFlexi

skin in a pure light source that generates much needed protein and in turn, allows the

cells of the dermis to regenerate, plumping the skin and increasing levels of elasticity.

Does LED Light Therapy really work?
LED Light Therapy technology is tried and tested. Used extensively in professional salons,

this technology is now available for home use. Tested and evaluated by many medical

practitioners, the technology was developed by NASA in the United States and continues

to be the focus of reports and white papers on skin rejuvenation.

What is the active Hyaluronic Acid/Collagen Booster mask?
The Sapphire Fine-Light Flexi Collagen Mask is placed directly on the face under

the Sapphire Fine-Light Flexi Red Light Mask. Active ingredients, such as high

dosed collagen and hyaluronic acid promote regeneration and give the skin new

radiance.

Its so easy to use
The Fine-Light Flexi combination therapy is so easy to use. Simply

place the unique collagen booster and red light mask directly over the

face, turn it on and leave for 20 minutes while your client relaxes.

Is anti-aging
LED Light Therapy
right for you?

Of course it is!
Control the aging
with the Sapphire
Fine-Light Flexi.

A World Class Service from a World Class Company
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